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PSI Industrial Intelligence

AI in Industrial Quality
PSI software uses more than 50 optimization methods
For Industrial Intelligence, PSI relies on solutions that combine the reliability and robustness of industrial process
knowledge with the entire spectrum of artificial intelligence
(AI) methods. The combination of the best methods depending on the application, ensures that our software solutions
provide maximum customer benefit.

The stability is guaranteed by the industrially proven software
technology and PSI‘s highly available platform.
On this basis, over fifty different AI methods are already
being productively used and maintained in customer projects.
Selected applications are listed below.

Energy Grid Management with AI

DOT Code Detection

Machine learning and neural networks are used to
forecast grid loads and regenerative feed-ins.
They serve as a basis for predictive grid calculations.

Automated image detection with neural networks
provides the necessary data for optimized production control in the tire industry. The accuracy is
more than 99 %.

Object Detection with AI

AI-based Process Data Analysis

Neural networks enable the detection and tracking
of baggage throughout the entire transport on the
basis of high-resolution images and detect damage, for example.

In value-added process data analysis, data relations are learned automatically from historicized
data by means of Qualitative Labeling for predictive control of optimized business process.

Optimization of Public Transport

Smart Traffic Flow Optimization

In the depot of transport companies, semi- or fully-automated extended fuzzy logic optimizes, e.g,
parking spaces, routes, maintenance, refueling,
charging and load management for electric buses.

Extended fuzzy logic supports infrastructure operators in balancing conflicting goals according to
predefined key performance indicators. This
optimizes traffic flow and reduces hazards.

Optimize Logistics Intelligently

Optimized Metal Production

Extended fuzzy logic optimizes warehousing and
transportation. By linking combinatorial methods,
complex logistic networks and global supply chains
are strategically optimized.

Combinatorial optimization of production planning
in the steel and aluminum industry based on dynamic business objectives improves on-time delivery,
reliability and productivity.

Savings in Gas Transport

Forecasts in Energy Trading

Advanced Industrial Engineering processes ensure compliance with gas supply contracts and lead
to cost savings and reduction of CO2 emissions in
plant operations.

Precise load and consumption forecasts based on
Advanced Industrial Engineering and Machine
Learning provide economic benefits in energy
trading.
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